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By Matsusaburo FUJIWARA, M.I.A.
Mathematical Institute, Tohoku Imperial University, Sendal
(Comn May 12, 1939.)

It is well known that we can find the method of successive approximations in a manuscript KaihS-Yeizikuzitu ()i) by Genzyu
Nakane (, 1701-1761), written in 1729 (-,+il). It was remarked however by Mr. Yoshio Mikami that the said method was
already used by Takbazu Seki () in his manuscript DaizituBengi (/), the date unknown.
I wish here to report that a work Sangaku-Yenteiki
or Sanp5 Hutudankai () by Murase (J), written in 1673
(-p_), contains two problems solved by the method of successive
approximations.
The first problem treats of a fireplace-frame (), which consists
of 4 pieces of rectangular parallelopiped, whose
breadth and height are
equal. The said problem
runs as follows.
Given the volume of
192
a fireplace-frame
and the length AB= 14,
A
it is required to find the
length AA BB AE

BF=
If we denote AA=x, then we have a cubic equation
z(14-x) 1 x 192=48.

4
The author of the said work gave two methods. The first starts
(48+) and the second from z= 14-z
from the form z=
successively by
Then determining z,

,,

z=
x=

J1--

(48 +]),

48

14’

x=

4/1- (48+), z /-4-4 (48 + x),

x2=

48

14-x

x’3=

48

14-x

respectively (starting with x0=0), we obtain

z 1.85, x 1.97, x 1.9936
x= 1.85, x= 1.9876, x= 1.99907
1) TSyS-GakuhS, vol. 21, 1934.
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respectively. The author concluded from these results -2 is the required answer, and also verified it by substituting --2 in the given
equation.

The second problem runs as follows.

A

Given an anchor-ring, whose volume is
equal to 118.43540672 and the breadth AB
is 14, it is required to find the radius of
the circular section.
problem can be reduced to the
[ sameThis
cubic equation

2(14-) =48,
when we use --3.1416, as the author
did.
It is known that Tck.kzu Seld has written a work which contains
the solutions of problems proposed in Sangaku-Yenteiki so it is certain
that this work is earlier than Seki’s work considered above.

